SOHO

PREMIUM LIE-FLAT ON EAR MINI HEADPHONES

Beautiful sound on tour.

FEATURES

The Harman Kardon Soho unveils a new benchmark in unprecedented portable
sound, tastefully appointed in a sleek, sophisticated package. Esthetically impressive,
these new headphones by Harman Kardon provide exceptional sound based on
specially-selected 30mm drivers and high-performance, neo-transducers for crisp
high ends and a refined bass response. Crafted from rich, stitched leather coupled
with the boldness of stainless steel, the Soho has been designed to do more than
look and sound extraordinary. Its headband folds inward as its ear cups fold flat to
fit inside an ultra-slim carrying case like a kid glove. Complete with its own cable
management system, an in-line remote control and optional microphone, the
durable Soho is as simple to use as they are impossible to put down. Whether
playing MP3s or listening through other devices, the Soho reflects the rich heritage
of Harman Kardon’s legacy of design and reputation for unmatched audio quality.
Whatever your needs in life, the Harman Kardon Soho is the perfect solution.
Elegance meets excellence in form, function and the exemplary audio performance
you’d expect from Harman Kardon. Call it a personal statement that grows with you.

 Sophisticated design
 Exceptional performance
 Foldable, portable and secure
 Available in two versions: with one-button universal, remote/mic, 		
compatible with most smartphones and AndroidTM devices; with a threebutton, remote/mic version, compatible with most AppleTM devices.
 Compatible with:
iPod®, iPhone,® iPad®, MP3 and computer
AndroidTM, WindowsTM, BlackberryTM, MP3 and computer
 Finishes:

SOHO

PREMIUM LIE-FLAT ON EAR MINI HEADPHONES

Key features
Sophisticated design
Beginning with the need to create a superior, compact headphone
became a typical Harman Kardon statement of art and science. Its
functional design features Euro-styled craftsmanship incorporating the
high-end touch of stitched leather and stainless steel while the Harman
Kardon Soho folds flat for busy, on-the-go lifestyles, protected in their
own ultra-slim carrying case.

Exceptional performance
Harman Kardon acoustics inform the 30mm power drivers and neotransducers housed within each sleek, foldable ear cup to deliver on the
Harman Kardon reputation of sound quality. Crisp highs and deep lows
join multiple hook-up options for mp3 players, iOS and androids.

Foldable, Portable, Secure
Its durable, stainless steel headband folds inward together with foldable
ear cups, rendering the Harman Kardon Soho functionally flat for safe
housing in their ultra-slim, fits-anywhere carrying case – perfect for your
travel needs or added protection. A cable management system ensures
reduced wear-and-tear for every connection.

What’s included





1 pair Harman Kardon Soho headphones
1 slim-line carrying case1 straight cable
1 Apple Mfi remote/microphone or
1 universal three-button remote/microphone cable

Specifications
Type
:
		
Frequency response :
Impedance
:
Max input power
:
Sensitivity
:

Portable high-end headphones with
folding design and slim-line carrying case
20Hz~20kHz
32ohms
30mW
100dB@1kHz/1mW
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